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Dixie® PerfecTouch® Coffee
Dreams Insulated Hot Cups
Your customers will love it's comfortable,
secure feel; non-slip hold and upscale
graphics. First insulated paper cup to
eliminate double cupping and the need
for expensive beverage sleeves. The
WiseSize™ product offering provides a
packaging solution for efficiencies in your
business. New smaller case sizes and a
sleek, uniform poly design have been
developed for an assortment of popular
products. These smaller case sizes will
result in a minimum of split cases and
the individual UPC coded poly will make
it easier to pull product for delivery.
Polyethylene.

014000771 5338CD 8 oz. Coffee Dreams 20/50/cs

014701780 92959 10 oz. Coffee Dreams 20/50/cs

014001778 5342CD 12 oz. Coffee Dreams 20/50/cs

014002774 5356CD 16 oz. Coffee Dreams 20/50/cs

014451745 5360CD 20 oz. Coffee Dreams 20/25/cs

Dixie® PerfecTouch® Coffee
Dreams Insulated Hot Cups -
Retail Pack
Your customers will love it's comfortable,
secure feel; non-slip hold and upscale
graphics. First insulated paper cup to
eliminate double cupping and the need
for expensive beverage sleeves. The
WiseSize™ product offering provides a
packaging solution for efficiencies in your
business. New smaller case sizes and a
sleek, uniform poly design have been
developed for an assortment of popular
products. These smaller case sizes will
result in a minimum of split cases and
the individual UPC coded poly will make
it easier to pull product for delivery.
Polyethylene.

013206687 12 oz.,
WiseSize™

Coffee Dreams 2/50/cs

660361100 5342DX 12 oz., WiseSize Coffee Dreams 20/25/cs

660300778 5338DX 8 oz., WiseSize Coffee Dreams 20/25/cs

Dixie® Dome Lid
Sip through hole. Condiment identifier.
Stacking feature. Helps to prevent spills
from sloshing. Lets you add toppings.
Easy to drink from while on the go.
Easily identifies contents. (for Dixie®
PerfecTouch®)

014203844 D9538 8 oz. White 10/100/cs

014639861 D9542 10-16 oz. White 10/100/cs

014650399 D9542B 10-16 oz. Black 10/100/cs

014639862 D9550 20-24 oz. White 10/100/cs

014707534 D9550B 20-24 oz. Black 10/100/cs

Dixie® Tear-Back Lid
Can be used for both hot and cold drink
applications. Combination lock
hole/straw slot. Easy tear back and lock
feature. Full plug fit. Grips the cup from
both the inside and outside for an extra
secure fit. (for Dixie® PerfecTouch®)

014204741 TB9542 10-16 oz. White 10/100/cs

014707536 TB9550 20-24 oz. White 10/100/cs

Dopaco® Coffee Revolution Hot
Cups
Attractive "Coffee Revolution" design hot
cups. These cups are great for all of your
hot beverages. Most cups in this line
share a common lid size which reduces
your inventory and eliminates confusion.

014203135 00004834 4 oz. Coffee Revolution 1000/cs

Dopaco® Swirl Design Hot
Cups
These cups are great for all of your hot
beverages. Most cups in this line share a
common lid size which reduces your
inventory and eliminates confusion.

014203137 00004854 10C oz. Swirl 1000/cs

014001780 00017001 12 oz. Swirl 1000/cs

014002780 00016130 20 oz. Swirl 500/cs

Dopaco® White Hot Cups
White paper hot cups designed so that
the same lid fits multiple cups sizes
which reduces your inventory and frees
up your counter space.

014203140 00006784 8 oz. White 1000/cs

660203143 00016997 10 oz. Squat White 1000/cs

014002778 00004789 16 oz. White 1000/cs


